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Hard working and energetic dental assistant with a solid history of achievement in 
family run dental practice. Motivated learner with strong organizational and 
prioritization abilities. 

EXPERIENCE

Cleaning Lady I
ABC Corporation - JANUARY 2010 – DECEMBER 2011

 Roles clean and refurbish shelves in the warehouse.
 scan and package peoples items also worked in a fast paced 

environment while giving friendly attitude, also had to cleanup my 
work station.

 had to sell product while setting up meetings threw out the day with 
various families to sell the items.

 traveled threw-out the week to southern and western regional wall-
mart taking inventory threw-out the entire store counting it 
accurately and sufficiently, was training to be a supervisor.

 placed pallets full of auto part boxes on warehouse shelves neatly 
and sufficiently.

 make beds and clean the toilets sinks vacuum and clean sheets and 
also the windows effectively and sufficiently.

 Looking after Warehouse, forklift, inventory, health care provider, 
cleanup.

Cleaning Lady 
ABC Corporation - 2007 – 2010

 My job here was to do the laundry for the seniors.
 Cleaning and folding towels, sheets, and their personal clothes.
 Would also clean the bathrooms till they were absolutely sanitary.
 Another part of my job that came to be was changing the ladies 

garments for them and helping them get to the bathroom.
 Also, if the cooks did not come in I would stay late and cook the 

seniors breakfast.
 Found this job very rewarding but also emotionally stressful..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant

to your current role.

EDUCATION

 GED - (Kankakee community college)
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SKILLS

Communication Skills.
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